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 Sixty Executive Orders issued within the first 100 days of office. All of which weakened 

and softened America to its citizens, allies, and our adversaries around the world. It made us 

dependent on foreign goods and services, it weakened our borders, it has destroyed our supply 

chain, it has increased fuel prices and other staples that all Americans need and use to live. 

Meanwhile, on the other side of the globe, Ukraine is standing firm up against and fending off 

an authoritative and tyrannical ruler who is wanting to re-establish the old guard of the Soviet 

Union, wanting key seaports with easy and immediate access to the Black Sea.  

 Putin has been telegraphing to the world his intensions for months, but the problem has 

been nobody has been paying him any real attention except those in Ukraine. Conservative 

thinkers and retired generals trained in warfare and experienced in strategic analysis and war 

tactics have been warning the invasion is coming and is imminent, but our leaders have refused 

to give it the attention it deserved to show any strength and resolve against Putin rather, just 

saying comments and verbal warnings that lack any backbone and substance that would deter 

and hold off Putin’s actions. But as our debacle of a withdraw in Afghanistan confirmed, so too 

the lack of any force against Putin by our President should not come as any surprise to anyone. 

 The problem with the US government right now is the individuals in charge of running 

the agencies under a Biden Presidency are the same ones that ran those agencies under the 

Obama Presidency. We had eight years of failures under him and since this President cannot 

develop a clear coherent thought on his own or listen to experienced military analyst to develop 

logical strategical plans, we experience the same-like failures of a previous administration when 

this President served as a Vice President. 

 What we are witnessing being performed by the Ukrainians is that they are willing to 

fight for their freedom and as the guards on Zimiinyi (Snake) Island told the Russian warship, 

“Go f@$*k yourself.” This is true resolve, standing up to a stronger force knowing no matter 

what you do the same result will happen. It is a true stand for Freedom!! What we see the 

Ukrainians doing harkens back to the days in our own history when a handful of rebels and 



volunteers stood to fend off a superior armed force from Mexico. The Alamo is alive, and the 

entire world now is watching.  

 In the Travis Letter pinned by William Barrett Travis commanding the 150 Texas rebels 

held off a superior Mexican army led by General Santa Anna for ten days. Travis stated in his 

letter dated February 24, 1836, “The enemy has demanded a surrender at discretion, otherwise, 

the garrison are to be put to the sword, if the fort is taken—I have answered the demand with a 

cannon shot, and our flag still waves proudly from the walls….” this shows the resolve of the 

Ukrainians who are singing their national anthem while huddled in the train subway or cleaning 

the debris from their apartment window seals. The Texas Declaration of Independence also 

states the reason for actions; “…To force a new government upon them at the point of the 

bayonet. When in consequences of such acts of malfeasance and abdication on the part of the 

government in such a crisis, the first law of nature the right of self-preservation….” is executed. 

Ukrainians are fighting for self-preservation, to govern themselves free from oppression and an 

authoritative tyrannical ruler. Other former Russian satellite countries should take note and be 

concerned if Russia overtakes control of Ukraine. 

 The words of our own Declaration of Independence should be remembered, “We hold 

these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their 

Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 

Happiness.” 


